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1. INTRODUCTION 
The title refers to: 
THEOREM. Let R be a ring and C # 1 be a monoid. Then the nwnoid ring RC 
is a Jir if and only if R is a division ring and C is the free product of a free monoid 
and a free group. 
The “if” part is a known result with a complicated history. In essence it is 
due to P. M. Cohn who showed in [4] that over a division ring the monoid 
ring of a free monoid is a fir, and in [6j that the monoid ring described in the 
theorem is a semifir. By a result in [3] it is now known that this suffices to show 
the “if” part. There ,are now three other proofs available: one in [lo] using 
Schreier rewriting techniques, one in [2] using free products and one in [8] 
using localization in firs. 
In this paper we prove a theorem for categories which contains the above 
theorem. The proof in the “if” direction uses arguments similar to those in [2] 
(but derived independently) with some simplifications special to this case. Ring 
theorists interested solely in the “only if” part of the above theorem may restrict 
their attention to Lemma 4.2 to 4.7 and the proof of Theorem 4.10. 
2. RINGOIDS 
A ringoid is a small preadditive category $7. A left ideal of V is a subfunctor 
of a representable 9?(C, ). A V-module M is an additive functor M: V-t Ab. 
M is projective if Hom%(M, ) is exact. M is free if it is a coproduct of represen- 
tables. An element x E M(C), C E 1 V / , is simply called an element of M. A family 
of elements {xi E M(C,) j i E Z} generates M if the natural transformation 
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which takes 1, to xi is an epimorphism. Thus M is free if there is a generating 
set for M such that the above natural transformation is an isomorphism. In 
this cast, (q}itl is called a basis of M. 55 is left hereditary if every left ideal is 
projective. The projective dimension of an object A in an abelian catcgory /!’ is 
defined br 
pdflA = sup@ 1 Ext”(A, ) =# 0:. 
The global dimension of G? is defined to be 
gl dim Q! = sup{pdJ 1 A E 1 02 I>. 
If g is a ringoid, define gl dim $9 = gl dim Mod V. It is well-known that ‘87 is 
left hereditary if and only if gl dim V? < 1. 
Let R be a ring and C a nonempty small category. The ringoid R@ has the 
same objects as C and morphism set R@(C, C’) the free R-module on @(C, C’). 
Composition is defined by 
(c Q)(z: w) = c ( c 0%) Y. 
Y v=BCT 
When C is a monoid, R@ is just the usual monoid ring. We have an identification 
of categories (Mod R)@ = Mod RK The R-cohomological dimension of C is 
defined by 
cd& = sup{k j b’“’ f 0}, 
c 
is the Rth derived functor of the limit functor where @‘“:’ 
&I: AbRc ---+ AbR. 
Again it is well-known that cd,@ is also given by 
cd,62 = pdR@ AR, 
where AR is the constant functor in (Mod R)@. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 02 and B be abelian categories and consider exact functors 
acLsL?-La 
such that ST = 1 a . Then pd9 TA 2 pd@A for all A in OZ. 
Proof. Let A’ E 1 @ j. Using Yoneda’s definition of Ext, we see that the 
composition 
Ext(A, A’) - Ext( TA, TA’) - Ext(A, A’) 
is again the identity. This proves the lemma. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let C and D be small categories and CJl an abelian category. 
Consider functors D 5 @ z ID such that VU = ln . Let E E Gl”. Then pd 
EV 3 pd E. In particular, gl dim GYc > gl dim GYD and cd,@ 3 cd&J. 
A ringoid V is a domain if %? contains no zero objects and xy # 0 for all nonzero 
x and y in V. Clearly if R@ is a domain, then R is a domain and C is cancellative. 
The converse is not true. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose RC is a domain. Then c” # 1 for any 1 # c E C and 
any integer n > 1. 
Proof. Suppose c 12=1forsome1#c~Candn>1.Then 
(1 - c)(l + c + cs + ... + F-1) = 0, 
and so Rc is not a domain. 
A ringoid %7 is said to have IBN (invariant basis number) if two bases for the 
same left module have the same number of elements. That %? has IBNisequivalent 
to the non-existence of an m x n matrix [ad and an n x m matrix (;s,,] over V, 
with m # n, olii E U(Ci , DJ, pkt E V(D, , C,), such that [aJ[&] = Im and 
kLlM = 4 7 where I,,, and I,, are m x m and n x n matrices with identities 
along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere. By using transposes, one sees that V 
has IBN if and only if g”P has IBN. Also if V has IBN then V? does not have a 
zero object because otherwise we would have a free module on no generators 
isomorphic to a free module on one generator. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let V and %?’ be ringoids where %? has IBN. If there is a ringoid 
homomorphism (additive functor) T: V’ + V, then %” has IBN. 
Proof. Suppose V does not have IBN. Applying T to the matrices described 
above, we see that 9? does not have IBN. 
COROLLARY 2.5. RUZ has IBN if and only if R has IBN. 
Proof. We have ringoid homomorphisms R 4 R@ + R induced by 
f+C+I. 
A ringoid %’ is a left free ideal ringoid (left firoid) if it has IBN and every left 
ideal is free. The following three lemmas are due to P. M. Cohn. 
LEMMA 2.6. Every leftjiyoid %? is a domain. 
Proof. By IBN $F? has no zero object. Suppose 0 # b E @?(A, B) and 0 # 
a E %‘(B, C) are such that ab = 0. We have an exact sequence 
0-I - V(B, ) A (b) - 0 
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with I f 0 because a E I. By assumption the left ideal (b) is free and so the 
sequence splits. This contradicts IBN because %‘(B, ) is free on one generator 
whereas I @ (b) is free on at least two generators. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let F? be a left jiroid. Let I and J be two principal left ideals of 
%(C, ). Suppose that I n J # 0. Then both In J and I .:- J are principal left 
ideals. 
Proof. We have an exact sequence of %-modules: 
0+1n JL+I@ J----l tm- J----o 
where H is defined by e(x) = (x, -A+). S’ mce ‘& is a left iiroid, I + J is free. 
Thus the sequence splits. Since I @ J is free on two generators and In J is 
nonzero, we see that both I n J and J j- J must be free on one generator by 
IBN. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let V be a leftfkoid. Then ?? satisfies the ascending chain condition 
on principal left ideals. 
Proof. %? is a domain by lemma 2.6. Suppose there is a strictly increasing 
sequence of principal left ideals: 
(x1) c (x2) c ‘.’ (XJ c ‘.‘. 
The union of these ideals is again a left ideal, so it is free with a basis {yJJsJ Let 
yk E (xJ. Write yk =-= ux,_t Now ~,.~r = CJ z’,y, and so yk = ~~~~~~ = xJ 
uv3Yj ’ By comparing coefficients, we see that UZ+ ~1 1. Since S? is a domain, 
u is a unit. Hence x ,r, iE (y,,) C (xn) so that (.vn ,+i) == (xn), which is a contradiction. 
3. BRIDGE CATEGORIES 
Let C be a small category. Let -<I well-order the set of morphisms in C. Let R 
be a division ring. For each .X E R@, x has a unique representation .X = x r,zc; , 
where the sum is finite, 0 /- r1 E R, wi E @, and the wi’s are all distinct. We say 
the wi appear in s. Define the degree function 
deg: R@-{zeros} - C 
by deg(C riwi) = max{wi}. Let I be a nonzero left ideal of R@. Call a nonzero 
element x E I isolated (relative to I) if x does not belong to the left ideal generated 
by elements in I with degrees strictly less than deg(x). The set of isolated elements 
in lis the disjoint union of equivalence classes, where two elements are equivalent 
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if and only if they have the same degree. Let X be a set of representatives from 
each equivalence class. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be as above. Then every nonxero element y E I can be written 
as y = x rixi , ri E R@, xi E X, and deg(x,) < deg(y) for each i. In particular, 
X generates I. 
Proof. By induction on deg(y). If deg( y) is minimal among all deg(z), z E 1, 
then clearly ry E X for some r E R and y = r-l(ry) is such a representation. 
Now suppose deg(y) is not minimal. If y is not isolated, then y = C riyi with 
yi E I and deg( yi) < deg( y) for each i. By the inductive assumption, each yi is 
generated by elements inXwith degrees < deg( yi), so y is generated by elements 
in X with degrees < deg( y). So assume that y is isolated. Then there is some x 
in X with deg(x) = deg( y). So there is some r E R such that deg(y - TX) < 
deg( y). Since y - YX E 1, by the inductive assumption, it is generated by elements 
in X with degrees < deg( y - TX) < deg( y). Thus y = (y - rx) + rx has the 
required representation. 
Now let G be a free category generated by a directed graph with arrows A. 
Let B C -d. The category of fractions GB-l is called a bridge category. Every 
non-identity morphism w in GB-l can be written uniquely in the form w = 
a, ... a, , where a, E A u B-l, dom ai = cod ai+l , and aiaifl # 1 for each i. 
We shall say that w begins with a, and ends with a, . n is called the length of w 
and is denoted by E(w). Identities are considered to have length zero. If b E 
B u B-l, we say b is invertible. Then the units (isomorphisms) of GB-l are 
precisely the words all of whose letters are invertible. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose G contains only one object. Then GB-l is a free monoid 
if B =: 5, and a free group if B = A. In general, GB-l is the free product 
of a free monoid and a free group. 
Let @ 1 GB-’ be a bridge category with arrows A and B a subset of A. We 
define the lexicographical order (see [9]) on Cc as follows: Well order the set 
A u B--l and the objects of @ in any way. Then order C by a, ... a, > b, ... b, 
if n > nr, or n = m and there is a t ,( n such that a, = 6, for all i < t and a, > b, . 
The identities are compared according to the order on / C 1 and are less than all 
morphisms of length at least one. It is easy to see that this well orders C. 
Let R be a division ring and define the degree function on R@ as before. 
For 0 f s t RC, denote the length of the largest word in x by Z(x). Call an element 
0 # x E R@ pure if deg(wx) > deg(x) f or all nonidentities w E @ such that wx 
is defined. If B is empty, then every nonzero element is pure. 
LEMMA 3.2. A nonzero element x in RC is not pure if and only ;f it satisfies 
one of the two conditions: 
(1) Every longest word in x begins with the same invertible b and b-l < b. 
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(2) Every longest u*ord and every word of length one less begins with the same 
invertible b. 
Proof. Suppose x is not pure. It is clear that every longest word in .v must 
begin with the same invertible b. Suppose not all words of length one less begin 
with b. Then if deg(wx) 5; deg(x), it is easy to see that w ~~ b- l and moreover 
b-1 < b. Conversely, any such x certainly satisfies deg(b-lx) < deg(s), so s is 
not pure. 
Let C be a bridge category and let w and u be two words in @. Denote the 
product wu by w u if there is no cancellation in UU. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let @ be a bridge category and R a division Gzg. 
(1) For every nonzeyo element x E RC, there exists a unit zu E UZ such that 
wx is pure. Such ZL’ is unique. 
(2) If x ispuve and w t @, then deg(wx) = ZL’ w, for some word ec, appearing 
in x. Also Z(wJ > Z(deg(x)) - 1. 
(3) If x is pure and w = v u E C with u :i/- I, then deg(wx) v deg(ux). 
Proof. (1) If x is not pure, by lemma 3.2 there is an invertible b such that 
deg(bx) < deg(x). By transfinite induction on deg(x), w’bx is pure for some w’. 
To show that w is unique, suppose wx and z’s are pure and zc y- 2’. 
Then deg(wx) < deg((azoml) wx) == deg(vx). But by symmetry, deg(zx) < deg 
(wx), which is a contradiction. 
(2) Follows from lemma 3.2 and (3) follows from (2). 
LEMMA 3.4. I,et R@ be as before. Let 0 $: x t R@ and w, u t @ surh that 
deg(wx) : deg(ux). Then w = u. 
Proof. By lemma 3.3(l), we may assume that x is pure. By lemma 3.3(2), 
we have 
deg(wx) ~~~ w w, = u . u,. = deg(ux) 
for some words w,. and u, in x. If l(w) = Z(u), th en it is clear that ZL‘ u. Suppose 
Z(w) + Z(u). Then by lemma 3.3(2) we see that Z(u,.) and Z(wd.) must differ by one, 
say Z(x) = Z(uJ =- I(w,.) - I. Al so w must end with an invertible 6. It then 
follows that u, is a longest word in x that begins with 6. But then WI,, ~ u! u,~ 
and so 
Z(wx) > Z(w . u,) > Z(w w,) = Z(wx), 
which is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let R be a domain and @ a bridge category. Then R@ is a 
domain. 
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Pyoof. Let x and y be nonzero elements in RC. Write x = CL1 riwi . By 
lemma 3.4, deg(wiy), i = l,..., n, are all distinct. Thus max{deg(w,y)l i = I,..., n} 
cannot be cancelled in the product xy. So xy # 0. 
Remark. This proof also shows that the only units in R@ are elements 
with only one term. 
LEMMA 3.6. If x is isolated in the left ideal I, then x is pure. Also if deg(x) = 
deg(wy) fey some pure y E I, then w = 1. 
Proof. If x is not pure, there exists a unit w E @ such that wx is pure. Then 
x = w-l (wx) with wx ~1 and deg(wx) < deg(x) so that x is not isolated. Now 
suppose deg(x) = deg(wy) with w # 1 and y is pure. Then deg(x - rwy) < 
deg(x) for some Y E R. Also deg(y) < deg(wy) = deg(x) because y is pure. 
Hence x = (x - ywy) + rw(y) which shows that x is not isolated. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let x, y E I with x isolated and y pure. Suppose deg(x) > deg(y) 
and deg(wx) = deg(vy) f orsomew,vE~. Thenv=w.uforsomeuECand 
deg(x) > deg(uy). Moreover, if deg(x) begins with b, then w ends with b-l. 
Proof. Since deg(wx) = deg(vy), by lemma 3.3(2), we have either w = v . ZJ 
or v = w . u for some u E C. Suppose v = w . u. Let deg(wx) = w . w, and 
deg(vy) = v . wV for some words w, and wy in x and y respectively. Then 
w, = u . w, . If u = 1, we are done. So suppose u # 1. Then by lemma 3.3(3), 
we have 
w’u’wv=v’w, = deg(vy) = deg(w . uy) = w * deg(uy) 
so that u . wy = deg(uy). Thus deg(x) >, w, = u . w, = deg(uy). If deg(x) = 
deg(uy), then u = 1 by lemma 3.6. Hence deg(x) > deg(uy). Now w # v . u 
because the same argument shows that deg(y) > deg(ux) 3 deg(x) which 
contradicts our assumption. To show the last statement of the lemma, supposing 
deg(x) begins with b but w ends with something other than b-l, the above proof 
shows that deg(x) = deg(uy), a contradiction. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let R be a division ring and UZ a bridge category. Then R@ is a 
firoid. 
Proof. Since a division ring has IBN, it follows that RC has IBN by corollary 
2.5. Let I be a nonzero left ideal of RC(C, ). We construct a set X by picking 
an element from each equivalence class in the set of isolated elements in 1 as 
follows: If the degree of the elements in the class begins with a non-invertible 
arrow, pick any x in that class. If the degree of the elements in the class begins 
with an invertible arrow, 6 say, pick x such that deg(b-lx) is minimal among 
all deg(b-ly), y in the same class as x. Lemma 3.1 shows that X generates I. 
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To show that X is independent, assume we have a relation 
with 0 ~1~ yi E RC and xi E X all distinct. Since R@ is a domain, we ma\- assume 
that n > I. Clearly the maximal of (deg(r,x,) I i 1 I,..., n)- must occur at least 
twice in (1). So there arc indices, 1 and 2 say, such that deg(r,x,) = deg(u,s,). 
So there are words or , ZL’., E C such that deg(w,s,) = deg(w,x,). 1Ve ma!. assume 
that deg(x,) > deg(.r,). Ry lemma 3.7, there exists u E @ such that XC: m= rrl U, 
dedwd = deg((wl u)x&, and deg(.vr) :y dcg(ux,). Also if zrr ends in ki, 
then deg (x1) begins with 6. Hence from lemma 3.3(3) and the fact that C is 
cancellative, we deduce 
deg(bm’x,) = deg((b-l u)x%)). 
Consider the element si --- U.Q ~1. Since sr is isolated, it follows that .sl ~~ u.vj 
is also isolated. So x1 and 3cl -- ux2 are in the same equivalence class. But 
deg(bm r(xi - UXJ) = deg(hm lx1 - b -l u2.J < deg(b-l.r,). 
This contradicts the choice of x, . Hence no relation (I) can exist and so .Y is a 
basis for 1. Dually wc can show that every right ideal is free. 
Remark. Because of the theorem, it is not hard to show that any set of re- 
presentatives from the equivalence classes is a basis for T. 
4. THE CONVERSE 
This section is devoted to proving the converse of theorem 3.8, namely every 
firoid of the form R@ must arise from a division ring and a bridge category. 
Actually in one case this is not true and we dispose of this case first. 
A category is discrete if the only morphisms are the identities. It is easy to 
show that a category @ is equivalent to a discrete category if and only if every 
morphism set of @ contains at most one morphism and @(q, p) ;‘- ” whenever 
@(p, Q) i/- or for all p, q E C ;. Th us every morphism in C is an isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let C he equivalent to a discrete category and R a ring. 
Tken RC is a jroid if and only if R is a fir. 
Proof. This follows from corollary 2.5 and the observation that a left ideal 
of RC is constant valued at a left ideal of R over a component of @ and is zero 
elsewhere. 
We now give a different description of bridge categories. Let @i and Cz be 
two categories with the same objects, that is, ~ @r --= ; @* 1. Let @r u C? be the 
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disjoint union of C, and cz . There exists a category C, * C, , called the free 
prodilct of C, and @s , which has the following universal property: There is a 
functor T: C, IJ @s -+ @i * C2 such that T identifies the objects in C, and C, , 
that is, T(C, 1) = T(C, 2), and T is universal with respect to this property. 
The explicit construction of @i * Cz can be found in [13, p. 1121. In the case 
where C, and C, are monoids, @i * Cz is just the usual free product of monoids. 
Ingeneral,/Ci*@,/ =16),1 =lCl, and a nonidentity morphism of C, * C, 
is a word a, ... a,, where the ai’s are nonidentity morphisms belonging alter- 
nately to C, and Cz , and cod a,+i = dom ai for i = l,..., 71 - 1. Composition 
is as in free product of monoids. Then a bridge category is just the free product 
of a free category and a free groupoid. We first wish to characterize free products 
D * G where ID is a free category and G is any groupoid. 
Call an isomorphism in a small category a unit. The height of a morphism 
is the maximum number of nonunit factors in any decomposition of the morphim. 
An atom is a nonunit which cannot be written as a composite of two nonunits. 
Note that if C is cancellative, then zlzt = 1 implies vu = 1. 
Let @ be a small category. Consider the following four axioms on C: 
(1) C is cancellative. 
(2) Every morphism is a composite of atoms. 
(3) If ab = a’b’ and a, a’ are atoms, then a’ = au for some u E @ (neces- 
sarily a unit). 
(4) If uu = av with u, v units and a an atom, then 1c = 1 (and hence 
v = 1). 
We also consider the apparently stronger axioms on C: 
(I ‘) @ is cancellative. 
(2’) Every morphism has finite height. 
(3’) If ub = u’b’, then either a = a’c or a’ = UC for some c E C. 
(4’) If ua = uv with u, v units and a a nonunit in C, then u = 1. 
The following lemma is a modification of a theorem due to P. M. Cohn [5] 
in case C is a monoid. 
LEMMA 4.2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) @ is the free product of a free category and a groupoid. 
(ii) @ satis$es conditions (1’) to (4’). 
(iii) @ satisjies conditions (1) to (4). 
Proof. (i) => (ii). If @ is the free product of a free category and a groupoid, 
C clearly satisfies (1’) and (2’). Using the structure of C, (3’) and (4’) can be 
proved easily by induction on the heights of the morphisms. 
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(ii) 3 (iii). Trivial. 
(iii) =- (i). Suppose @ satisfies (1) to (4). D e fi ne an equivalence relation N on 
C by: a N b if UUZJ = b for some units u and v in CC. Note that if a N h and a 
is an atom, then so is b. Let G be the groupoid of the units of C and S a set 
consisting of one element from each equivalence class of atoms. Let KD be the 
category generated by S. Using (3) it is easy to see that I13, is indeed freely 
generated by S as a category. W’e show that @ = [I3r + G. 
,4 morphism in C of height one can be written in the form USC where s E 5’ 
and u, v E C=. Thus by (2) every morphism c E G has the form 
c == zo,,slw’ls~ ” w,, m,S,:w,c (Si E s, ZDi E G). 
If some wi = 1, then si~,si~,t =: s,s,_t E ED. So c can be written as 
c = u,dlu,d, .” d,,U,> (dj E ED, uj E G, di f 1, i = I )..., n, uj f 1, i = I ,..., n - 1). 
Suppose c has another such representation 
c -~= uO’dl’u1’d2’ ... d,)t’u,,l’ 
Write dI : Slel , d,’ = ~r’e,’ with sr , st’ E S. By (3), there exists u E G such 
that uOsl = oOsl’u. Thus sr N sr’ and so sr mm St’. By (4) it follows that u,, =: z’(, 
and u = 1. Thus by (I), we have 
elw4 ... d,Lu,, : e,‘u,‘d,’ ..’ d,,,‘u,,,‘. 
The result then follows from induction on the sum of the heights of the d;‘s 
and di”s. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let R be any hng and c a small category such that R@ is a domain. 
Let c E @(C, D) be an atom. Then the left ideal (c) generated by c is maximal among 
all principal left ideals of RUZ(C, ). 
Proof. If a = ua’ in C for some unit u, write a N a’. Then N is an equi- 
valence relation. Suppose (c) Z (y), y E RC(C, E). We want to show that either 
(c) = (y) or y is a unit. Let x E RUZ(E, D) be such that c = sy. Since c is an atom, 
we see that either x or y contains a unit term. We can write 
c -= xy -= (U + X)(Yc + z, f ... + Z,) (4 
where U denotes the unit terms in x, S the nonunit terms in x, Yc the terms in y 
that have c as a right factor, and Zi the equivalence classes of terms in y that do 
not have c as a right factor. Note that U is nonzero. We want to show that 
n = 0. Suppose n > 0. Since RC is a domain, for any k we have UZ, # 0 
and can contain no left multiples of c. So from (2) we find uxIG = x’zj for some zfi 
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and zi in 2, and Zi respectively where x’ is a nonunit. From this we see that 
for each zk in 2, there is an index j with xk = xzi for some ai in 2, and some 
nonunit x. Reindexing, we obtain a system 
Xl = Xl%, 
z2 - x223 9 
. . . 
> 
3 - Vl , 
where t 2 1 and the xi’s are nonunits. But then 
implies that xi is a unit, which is a contradiction. Thus n = 0 and so y = Yc. 
This shows that (y) = (c). 
Dually, if the unit term occurs in Y, then x = CX for some X E RC and so 
c = xy = cXy. Since R@ is a domain, y is a unit. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose RC is a domain. Let y = ra + sb E RC where r and s 
are nonzero elements in R and a and b are distinct elements in C. Then yx contains 
at least two terms for any nonzero x in RC. In particular, y is not a unit. 
Proof. Let x = C rixi, 0 # ri E R, xi E C all distinct. Suppose YX contains 
only one term. By the cancellation in C, every term in the expansion of the product 
must appear exactly twice. But then (u - b)(C xi) = 0, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a connected groupoid. Let p E / G I. Then G is a free 
groupoid if and only if G(p, p) is a free group. 
Proof. Suppose G(p, p) is free with free generating set B. For each q E 1 G I, 
q # p, fix a morphism x, E G&J, q). Then X = B u (x0 j q # p} is a free 
generating set for G. 
Now suppose G is free on B. Define the distance d(q, p) between q and p as 
the minimum length of the morphism in G(q, p). For each q E / 6 I, we construct 
a morphism xp in G(p, q) inductively as follows: x?, = 1, . If d(q, p) > 0, there 
exists be E G(q, q’), b E B, E = +I, such that d(q’, p) < d(q, p). Take xq = bcxn, . 
Then X = {x;idb bxdomb # 1 I b E B} is a free generating set for G(p, p). 
COROLLARY 4.6. A full subcategory of a bridge category is a bridge category. 
Proof. This follows from lemma 4.5 and lemma 4.2 in view of the fact that 
conditions (I’) to (4’) in lemma 4.2 are inherited by a full subcategory. 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose @ = D * G where G is a groupoid. Then G(p, p) is a 
retract of C for any p E 1 G j. 
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Proof. Let G’ be the connected component containingp. For each q t G’ 1, 
fix a morphism x4. E G(q, p) with sp = 1, . Define T: C = 113, * G + G(p, p) 
as follows: T is trivial on [D, and all morphisms of G not in G’. For J E G’((l, 9’) 
define 
T(y) = ~y.x$. 
It is easy to check that T is a functor. Then the composition 
is clearly the identity. 
In [lo] it is shown that if @ is a bridge category not equivalent to a discrete 
category, then 
gl dim R@ -= 1 -+ gl dim R 
(generalized syzygy theorem). Here we need only the inequality 3. ‘l\‘e shall 
give a modification of the argument in [IO]. 
Denote the multiplicative monoid of natural numbers by N, the multiplicative 
group of integers by Z, and the totally ordered set of two elements by 2. It is 
easy to see that a category @ contains 2 as a retract in Cat if and only if there 
exist object p, q E 1 @ ~ such that @(p, q) + o whereas @(q, p) = 0. 
LEMMA 4.8. If C is a bridge category not equivalent to a discrete category, 
then @ contains one of 2, FU, or Z as a retract. 
Proof. From the remark above, we may assume that @(p, q) 7 _ if and 
onlv if @(q, p) #- @ for all p, q E j C 1. We claim that @ contains a nonidentity 
endomorphism. If not, the condition on @ together with the above assumption 
show that C(p, q) contains at most one morphism for each p, q E ~ @ I. But this 
means that @ is equivalent to a discrete category. Thus @ contains a nonidentity 
endomorphism. Let a be one of smallest length. Write a = a:l ... a:: n-here 
ci =~= 1 if ai E A and E~ = &l if a, E B in the notation of section 3. By minimality 
of length it is easy to see that ai # aj for i /j. 
First we assume that all the a,‘s are invertible. \Ve have Z L C 5 Z where 
T takes the generator of Z to a and S takes the arrow a, to the generator of Z 
and all other arrows to the identity. Clearly ST : 1, so that L is a retract of C. 
Now suppose al6 is not invertible. Consider hr: @ 5 N where T takes the 
generator of FV to a and Stakes the arrow a,< to the generator of N and all other 
arrows to the identity of N. Again ST =- lN so that N is a retract of @. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Suppose @ is a category not equivalent to a discrete category. 
Then gl dim RC 3 1 -I- gl dim R. 
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Pyoof. By lemma 4.8, @ contains one of 2, N or Z as a retract. Observe that 
RN = R[x], RZ = R[x, x-l]. Moreover it is easy to see that Mod R2 = 
Mod T,(R) where T,(R) is the 2 x 2 triangular matrix ring over R. Since the 
global dimension of all three rings R[x], R[x, x-l], and T,(R) is well known to 
be 1 + gl dim R, the result follows from corollary 2.2. 
We are now ready to prove the converse of theorem 3.8. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let R be a ring and C a small category not equivalent to a 
discrete category. Then RC is a firoid if and only if C is a bridge category and R 
is a division ring. 
Proof. Suppose RC is a firoid. We first show that C is the free product of a 
free category and a groupoid by showing that @ satisfies the four conditions (I) 
to (4) in lemma 4.2. C is cancellative because R@ is a domain. Let c E C. By the 
a.c.c. on principal left ideals (lemma 2.8), c can be written as c = c’b where b 
is an atom. Continuing this process for c’ and making use of the a.c.c. on right 
principal ideal we see that c can be decomposed into a finite number of atoms. 
To show that C satisfies condition (3) in lemma 4.2, let ab = a’b’, with a 
and a’ atoms. By the dual of lemma 4.3, the right ideal (a) is maximal among 
all right principal ideals of RC( , q). Also since (a) n (a’) # 0, by the dual of 
lemma 2.7, (u) + (a’) must be principal. If a’ $ (a), we must have (u) + (a’) = 
RC( , q). So that there are x, x’ E RC such that ax + a’x’ = 1. This is impossible 
because every term on the left is a nonunit. So a’ E (a) and so a’ = az for some 
x in RC. It is obvious that x = c for some c in C. 
Now let ua = av where U, v are units and a an atom. We have 
(24 + 1)~ = ua + a = av + a = a(v + 1). 
Since (U + 1) n (u) # 0, we have either u + 1 E (a) or (U + 1) f (a) = 
RC( , q). Suppose u + 1 E (u). Then u + 1 = ax for some x in RC. This is 
impossible because every term on the right is a nonunit whereas u and 1 are 
both units. So (U + 1) + (a) = RC( , q). Hence there are x, y E R@ such that 
(U + 1)x + ay = 1. Write x = x’ + V where x’ is the sum of nonunit terms 
in x and V the sum of the unit terms in X. Then we have (U + 1)x’ + (U + 1) 
V + ay = 1. Thus (U + 1)V = 1 because every other term in the previous 
equation is a nonunit. By lemma 4.4, u = 1. This proves that C satisfies condition 
(4) of lemma 4.2. 
Thus we have shown that C = D * G where D is a free category and 6 a 
groupoid. We now show that 6 is indeed a free groupoid. Since R@ is a firoid, 
it is hereditary, that is gl dim RC < 1. Thus 
cd& = pdRC AR < gl dim R@ < 1. 
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By lemma 4.7, each G(p, p) is a retract of C. So by- corollary 2.2, cd,G(p,p) < 
cd,@ &: I. Note that G(p, p) is torsion free by lemma 2.3. Thus by the theorem 
of Stallings and Swan [14] [15], G(p, p) is a free group. So each component of G 
is a free groupoid by lemma 4.4, and so G is a free groupoid. Thus @ is a bridge 
category. By corollary 4.9, gl dim R@ 3 I + gl dim R. But gl dim R@ >: 1, thus 
gl dim R = 0 and so R is semisimplc. But R is a domain and so must bc a division 
ring. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. It suffices to assume that KC is a right firoid with the a.c.c. on 
principal left ideals. There is an example ([7] p. 108) of a non-free monoid @ 
such that R@ is a one-sided fir but not two-sided. A simple example of a left 
firoid which is not a right firoid can be found in [12]. Let @ be the poset of 
numbers less than or equal to the first infinite ordinal w. Let K be a field. It is 
easy to see that any left ideal of a representable K@(n, ) is of the form K@(m, ) 
for some m 2~ IL Thus KC is a left firoid. However, the functor I C K@( , W) 
which has the value zero at w and K elsewhere is certainly not free. So KC is 
not a right firoid. 
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